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Low Profile Cable Ties 8"
Black - Pack of 10

$1.49

Product Images

Short Description

Low Profile Cable Ties are strong, flexible, and maintain a low profile around bundled cables which makes
them perfect for installations in tight spaces where clearance of a standard cable tie head can be an issue.
These low profile cable ties feature a slot which allows the remaining tail to slip back into the head of the tie
leaving no exposed sharp edges. The tamper proof pawl is hidden under the cable ties head making it
inaccessible when bundled. Ideal for wire harnesses and other bundled cable runs, the low profile head
allows you to pull your bundles after you have tightened them down. 10 pcs. per bag.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Made in USA.

Description

Low Profile Cable Ties are strong, flexible, and maintain a low profile around bundled cables which makes
them perfect for installations in tight spaces where clearance of a standard cable tie head can be an issue.
These low profile cable ties feature a slot which allows the remaining tail to slip back into the head of the tie
leaving no exposed sharp edges. The tamper proof pawl is hidden under the cable ties head making it
inaccessible when bundled. Ideal for wire harnesses and other bundled cable runs, the low profile head
allows you to pull your bundles after you have tightened them down. 10 pcs. per bag.

Made in USA.

Features

Reduced head height eliminates snags, cuts, and abrasions
Flexible head design helps maintain low profile around cable bundles
Easy handling finger grips provide a no slip grip during insertion and tensioning
Ideal for wire harnesses, control panels, marine, and safety equipment
10 Pcs. per package, Made in USA

Specifications

7.5" (190.5 mm) length, 0.178" (4.521 mm) width, 0.053" (1.346 mm) thickness
50 lb. tensile strength
1/16" ~ 1-7/8" bundle diameter.
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Additional Information

Brand PPCS

SKU PPCS-080-824

Weight 0.0500

Color Black

Wire Management Type Cable/Zip Ties

Size 1/4"

Length 8"


